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beyond the beach and into the blue
Gold Coast High-rises and the Oceanic Gaze
GRAHAME GRIFFIN
Posted like silent sentinels all around the town, stand thousands upon thousands of mortal
men fixed in ocean reveries.
Herman Melville, Moby Dick
‘Would you ever tire of this view?’ I ask Aunty Enid who, with Uncle Jack, has holidayed on
the Gold Coast almost every year since 1947 when they spent their honeymoon at the old
Surfers Paradise hotel.
‘Never. It’s just so soothing.’
We’re in her tenth-floor holiday apartment at Coolangatta looking eastward through the
closed picture window at an expanse of blue intersected by the horizon and the railing of the
‘wrap-around’ balcony. Where I’m standing I can just see the tops of the Norfolk pines. Ten
floors higher and these would disappear so that from inside an apartment or even sitting on
the balcony at that level you would see only ocean and sky. But from inside these higher
apartments you actually see less sea and more sky: the horizon is further yet it appears lower,
at least until you step out onto the balcony and it (the horizon) moves up. Or could it be the
slight swaying of the building that creates this impression? You can see the beach from the
balcony but only if you make the effort of peering down, an effort for even the mildly
vertiginous. I do this on my aunt’s balcony. The scene below is as expected although fewer
people seem to be lying on the sand or frolicking in the water these days. And the scale of
beach walkers, tethered bicycles and be-tidy bins is all out of whack. Children are as big as
parents and tourist buses as small as ice-cream vans.
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On looming
Feeling more unsettled than soothed by all this I step back. And then I observe that the
sea horizon to the north is more than a line intersecting the blue. It’s actually holding up
something—a cluster of vertical shapes, the high-rises of Surfers Paradise. These objects, too,
seem not to scale: they are too big for the distance at which I know they are. They seem to
be, well ... looming. I had experienced looming once while looking from the shore at a ship
off Caloundra but didn’t understand it until I came across a reference to it in John R. Stilgoe’s
Alongshore, a treasure chest of information on such matters.1 Given an atmosphere that
produces abnormal refraction, distant objects, particularly at sea, appear much larger or can
even be seen when they are technically beyond the horizon. It’s rare but it can happen. Now
the looming of Surfers Paradise as experienced from Coolangatta may be more imagined than
real. But the view of Surfers, either from the sea or from a southern promontory such as
Burleigh Heads or Point Danger near Coolangatta, is endlessly reproduced and promoted
photographically and, regardless of whether ‘natural’ looming occurs, the same effect is
achieved mechanically by way of a telephoto lens.
So, Gold Coast high-rises are big and tall and sometimes they appear or are made to ap-
pear bigger and taller than they really are. They also loom large in other ways. They are part
of the fabric and fantasy of the Gold Coast. They are its supreme icons. Only nine per cent
of the permanent population lives in high-rises and the canal estates have considerable
local cachet and appeal. Yet the city turns to its high-rises not only to promote itself to the
rest of the world, but also to hold its own self-image: the Gold Coast City Council sponsors
a ‘heritage’ architectural guide to tall buildings on the Gold Coast; the Gold Coast Bulletin
constantly features articles on new high-rise plans and developments, high-rise architects,
builders and developers, and high-rise residents. No-one seems to complain about views being
obscured, at least publicly, and the shadows-on-the-beach argument, once a talking point,
has been abandoned—in resignation, perhaps.
Who occupies these Gold Coast high-rises? A rule of thumb for apartments in many
buildings is one-third owner occupied, one-third permanent rental, one-third holiday rental.
Some high-rises are exclusively residential, others provide mainly resort-style holiday accom-
modation. There are million-dollar residential penthouses or you can pick up a one-bedroom
unit with sea view for under $150,000. There’s more diversity than might be expected. These
are places where ‘ordinary’ Australians and their families can live, retire or enjoy a holiday
by the sea with a view. Local students, particularly international students, can afford to share
older apartments such as those in the Golden Gate, once owned by federal politicians but now
rented out to Norwegian students. The more up-market blocks have their own private
entertainment and leisure areas and could therefore be accused of discouraging a community-
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centred public culture. On the other hand, concentration of population afforded by high-rise
living in such places as Surfers, Broadbeach and Main Beach has helped create a fairly vibrant
street-centred environment in those locations, at least in comparison to the inward-looking
mentality encouraged by the Coast’s canal estates.
There are, of course, dwellings that still exist in the shadows of the high-rises: the decaying
fibro and tin holiday ‘shacks’ and ‘six-pack’ walk-ups, worth heaps on paper to their owners
but mostly rented to the unemployed, single parents, the chronically ill and the aged poor
of whom the Gold Coast has more than ‘average’ numbers. The old fibro houses and worn-
out ‘units’ serve as a reminder that all is not golden on the Gold Coast. They provide an ironic
contrast to the gleaming towers—ironic in the sense that what might be construed as authentic
remnants of a beach holiday heritage are actually housing the contemporary underclass of
Gold Coast residents. Perhaps that is why the ‘looming effect’ of natural illusion is duplicated
by an equally illusory promotional photography—the foreshortened perspective of the
telephoto lens both magnifies and compresses the high-rises, erasing the shadows and the
spaces in between and all the infelicities that they contain.
What, then, is the appeal of the Gold Coast high-rise? What is the value of its ocean view?
What other kinds of values, meanings and identifications can be attributed? What do they
tell us about the way we see ourselves and our environment, both built and natural? How do
they reflect and help determine visual cultures and the cultural constructions and social
practices of space and place?
A short—and personal—history of the australian sea view
In Australia today, a sea view is a valued and hence valuable commodity. But as Alain Corbin
has convincingly explained, the sea until the eighteenth century was viewed with fear and
loathing.2 It was a foul place full of disease and death, and to be avoided at all costs unless
you were cut out to be a sailor. Then the sea became aestheticised and romanticised. It attracted
artists and poets and soulful travellers who brooded on its deeper meaning from soaring cliffs.
At roughly the same time it was medicalised but in the nicest way: the sea was healthy and
invigorating and therefore should be entered at regular intervals. Then Australia was colonised
and like all good colonials we followed the fashions of the mother country and eventually took
to the water but not before many a settler was drowned when ships hit rocks or misjudged
river bars. Finally, in the early years of the twentieth century, white Australians started beaching
and swimming and putting up houses near the sea and developing something called beach
culture.
White Australians may have holidayed, picnicked and promenaded by the sea and increas-
ingly baked on beaches and surfed the waves from the first half of the twentieth century, but
there is cause to question whether during this period they placed a premium on residential
—
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man. Just as I am no white man, despite the look of me’.60 All these monadic interconnections
bring into the present the experiences of ancestors, the histories of massacre, separation and
dispersal, the policies of eradication and assimilation. They inhabit the present and they are
experienced and felt again through and in the narrator’s, the author’s and the reader’s ‘time
of the now’.61
However, this is not simply a disjunction of time that interrupts diachronic and synchronic
temporality but is also an interruption of the myth of unified nation and harmonious com-
munity. The myth of Australian unified community, and of white civilisation and benevolence,
is likewise interrupted. Most significantly, reinscribing their continuing resonances in the
present overturns the myth of the passing away of historical events.
Interrupting a myth of national unity, Kim Scott offers a story, a narrative, a literature, told
him by his uncles, read between the lines of the Aborigines Department files and dissected
from the historical records. A story passed down the generations, passed from author to author,
from reader to reader—passed on again to us, rewritten here, reread now, unworking and
unended. Kim Scott offers a rearticulated history, an interrupted community, embracing even
those who turn away:
I acknowledge that there are many stories here … I look out across the small crowd, hoping
it will grow … I offer these words, especially to those of you I embarrass … and you hear
something like a million million many-sized hearts beating, and the whispering of waves,
leaves, grasses …
We are still here, Benang.62
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sea views.3 In Sydney, for example, it was the harbour view that provided social status—
arguably it still is. When urban development spread eastwards towards Bondi and Bronte it
was in the form of flats and cottages for the working and lower middle classes: meanwhile
‘quality’ mansions or mansion flats with harbour views were built at Vaucluse and Woollahra.4
At Manly, which fronts both harbour and ocean, and where I spent my childhood and youth,
nearly all of the original big houses overlooked the harbour. The houses closest to the sea were
rather small and grim semidetacheds. Up on the Eastern Hill of Manly the humble seminarians
at the great pile of St Patrick’s College were vouchsafed a view of the sea, while a glorious
harbour vista was bestowed on the cardinal in his palace on the other side of Darley Road.
Back in the fifties every Boxing Day my parents would drag my brother and me across the
harbour to the tiny seaside suburb of Clovelly where Aunty Marge—another aunt—lived in
another grim little semidetached house overlooking the ocean (and now probably worth three-
quarters of a million dollars). And at the end of every Boxing Day during the ferry ride home
my parents would declare they could never live in a house such as Aunty Marge’s because the
view was so utterly depressing. Did my parents have a kind of atavistic link to generations past
and their sea phobias? Was there a hint of the terror that, according to Edmund Burke,
accompanies our exposure to the sublime? Were they reflecting a fashionably-held Sydney
attitude of the time? Admittedly, Aunty Marge’s view did take in part of the Waverley Cemetery.
Perhaps, a sea view like many Sydney sea views—not ‘pure’ but encroached upon by the
detritus and discharges of urban life and death.
Until the opening up of the northern beach suburbs much of the city’s headland space was
reserved for public and institutional use—parks, golf courses, cemeteries, sewage outlets,
lighthouses, religious and military establishments, rifle ranges, contagious diseases hospitals,
and so on. This would have restricted the growth of private dwellings and perhaps reduced
interest in sea view properties. But I would suggest that, more significantly, the sea view
properties that were built were relatively close to (and thereby associated with) those reminders
of human waste and mortality and the stresses of urban modernity combined perhaps with
memories of invasion threats (first the Russians then the Japanese) and the ships that never made
it through the Heads. Parks and golf courses may have been relatively anodyne but the ever
present and conspicuous lavatory blocks foretold of the sewage being pumped into the polluted
sea from the other side of the cliff.
And then in the late fifties and into the sixties the sea view became a more sought after and
valuable commodity.5 In the older seaside suburbs picture windows began to appear. At Manly
the big houses (St Ronins, Mayfair, Brighton House) were pulled down and replaced by
towering blocks of home units, most with a harbour prospect still, but some now directly
facing the sea. Military Road Mosman grew blond-brick excrescences that afforded vast views
of ocean as well as harbour. Advertising types headed north to Newport, Whale Beach and
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Bilgola where architect-designed bush-and-beach houses provided glimpses of the sea through
gum leaves and grevillia.
Now the advertising types and their ilk are heading back to the ‘old’ Sydney seaside—back
to Bondi. However, a ‘wide-screen view of the Pacific’ (as desirable as this may be) may not
reflect the current appeal of Bondi where once-dominant beach and ocean imagery now has
to compete with the more fashionable inventions of gentrified lifestyle, cafe society and
cosmopolitanism.
Nevertheless, returning to our historical survey, it is evident that the sea view did gain status
and value in Sydney mid-twentieth century, and this coincided with the onset of high-rise
home units. In 1960 the first high-rise on the Gold Coast—the nine storey Kinkabool—was
built at Surfers Paradise. The idea of living high at the beach was not an immediate success:
there was plenty of space close to the beach and the canal estates were beginning to take off.
But the Gold Coast was a long, flat forty kilometre sand dune broken up by only a few small
headlands. The only way to provide a sea view for the expanding permanent and tourist
population was to build up. And this is where the realty hedonics of ‘location, location,
location’ took over with the value of any high-rise apartment being plotted proportionally to
its height from the ground or distance from the beach.6 Thus the economic value of a high-
rise apartment was determined by spatial measurements combined, as always, with the laws
of supply and demand.
The symbolic value of the sea view
But why the attraction of the sea view in the first place? Two broad background explanations
present themselves. First there is the well-documented and discussed movement of population
from the inland and the capital cities to coastal communities, although not all the drifters—
the lifestyle changers, retirees and soon-to-retire baby boomers—are content with fishing
villages or totally planned communities. Many want the sea plus a sophisticated urban lifestyle
with the opportunity for more plebeian pleasures—a Gold Coast kind of lifestyle. Second,
proximity to the sea—for the wealthier a sea view—heralds a return to a more ‘natural’
environment and lifestyle, nature being represented by that last ‘true’ wilderness, the sea.
While soil degeneration, and uncertainty and ambivalence over land ownership or ‘title’ rule
the real and imagined landscape, the seascape can be contemplated from a safe distance as
relatively benign yet vast, deep and unfathomable, but above all empty—a virtual mare nullius.
These general cultural explanations—the desire for both an ‘escape’ or sea change and for
proximity to natural wilderness—are reflected specifically in the Gold Coast high-rise apart-
ment which can be similarly double-coded. First, it affords a distancing or escape, when
required, from the street, the beach, the shopping mall, the theme park and other manifesta-
tions of popular and peopled places below, and provides the option of viewing the passing
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parade from a position of elevated security. Second, it yields up a view seaward towards an
infinity of natural, uncomplicated and relatively uncorrupted wilderness. And here there may
be vestiges of the nineteenth-century romantic gaze which John Urry suggests is still discern-
ible and in fact undergoing a nature-celebrating resurgence within contemporary tourism.7
The contemplative and/or transcendent seaward gaze has its roots in the Romantic movement
and Burkean notions of the sublime and stretches to Paul Virilio lyrically describing his first
sight of the sea on the Breton coast.8 Closer to home—right at home, in fact—Australian
novelist David Malouf, who lives in a Gold Coast high-rise for part of the year, talks in a video
documentary about the detachment and anonymity this affords him. The video shows him
observing life on the beach from his balcony and gazing out to sea with an introspective air—
a seemingly perfect practical and metaphorical location for this celebrated author and poet,
and for other writers including Matthew Condon and Frank Moorhouse.9
Views, high-rises and gender
Lest the sublime and romantic oceanic gaze be construed as a purely masculine pursuit, I refer
you to Anne Mellor’s study of nineteenth-century romantic women writers and their use of
the ‘feminine’ or ‘domestic’ sublime which, unlike the male desire to transcend and control
the natural world, attempts to connect with it.10 This is taken a step further by John Pipkin
who identifies a ‘material sublime’ among nineteenth-century women writers whereby the
contemplation of nature, including the sea, underscores the material suffering and endurance
of their everyday lives.11 A related but different set of issues is the subject of Lisa Tickner’s
research into the beach and sea paintings of Vanessa Bell, sister of Virginia Woolf. Tickner is
interested in the ways in which the sea and the colour blue have been associated with the
feminine and maternal. She quotes Julia Kristeva’s study of Giotto’s use of blue which because
of its ‘unfocussed’ nature and peripheral perception has a ‘decentering effect returning the
subject to an archaic moment of maternal dependency’.12 She also links the maternal asso-
ciations of blue to the religious and spiritual sphere, drawing attention to the blue robes of
the virgin in early Renaissance art.
How do those who have access to the ocean blue from their Gold Coast high-rises accu-
mulate and mix their economic and cultural capital? It would have been convenient if Tony
Bennett, Michael Emmison and John Frow in their survey of class and cultural capital in
Australia had added attitudes to dwelling location, prospect and design to attitudes to interior
furnishing and decoration as this would have delivered a little more ‘grounded’ comparative
research.13 But even then, the only way to empirically gauge attitudes to sea views from Gold
Coast high-rises would be to do the necessary research—a future project, perhaps. In the
meantime, the only piece of empirical research I’ve come across regarding the value of the
view in high-rise living—a survey of American college students—showed that women are
—
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more likely to focus on the view as a high-rise positive, while men are more inclined simply
to value the idea and experience of height.14 Bennett, Emmison and Frow do provide a
measure of support for this kind of gender difference within a similar context in one of their
findings: more women than men adopted the aesthetic term ‘beautiful’ when responding
positively to landscape as a possible subject for a photograph. More men preferred the word
‘interesting’.15
Such empirical research encourages the hypothesis that while women favour both height
and a view for aesthetic reasons, men are more inclined to value height for the symbolic
mastery it affords and a view for whatever of interest it can deliver.16 Indeed, within the context
of cultural studies the topic of tall buildings, height and verticality is invariably linked to the
vision thing—the lofty ocular authority and dominance of the male gaze.17 The most salient
issue in any discussion of the gendered high-rise view is the symbolic association of high-rise
(or skyscraper) with dominant masculinism mainly by virtue of its phallic shape. Some archi-
tectural historians and theoreticians have linked the vertical form itself—including towers,
columns, ziggurats, pyramids—with masculinism, the horizontal form with the feminine.18
Others have been content to place a more specific emphasis on the symbolic relationship of
the soaring office tower to the male business leader and masculinist business culture. And
so dominating height, the capturing of expansive views of the city and phallic form all appeal
symbolically to the corporate male, reinforcing his status, pride and power while upholding
patriarchy in general.19 Such symbolism—or its revelation—is equally appealing to the critical
intellectual for different reasons, although for Meaghan Morris the phallic connection is so
obvious to everyone that it can be used as a kind of red herring to divert attention away from
the real masculine wealth and power operating at the big end of town.20
It is easier to apply the phallic connection to the city office tower than it is to the high-rise
residential. With the former we are concerned with what has been conventionally designated
as the masculine public sphere, with the latter the feminine private sphere—although the
growing instability of such traditional dualisms has been widely discussed.21 Nevertheless,
with the high-rise residential we are dealing with spaces occupied, and in many cases pre-
sumably enjoyed, by women as well as by men and family units. I am not arguing that the
symbolic masculinity associated with the corporation skyscraper miraculously disappears with
the residential or resort high-rise (and it could always be claimed that women who occupy
such buildings are merely passively accepting masculinist architecture). I am, however, sug-
gesting that the contemporary residential and resort high-rise may not need to be essentialised
as masculinist and that it might be read as a little more symbolically diverse and complex and
therefore a little more interesting.
I would hazard that nowhere is this heterogeneity more noticeable and interesting than
among the high-rises of the Gold Coast, some of which could be read as decidedly feminine
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or, if you prefer, the least masculine that it is possible for a high-rise to be. I’m referring to a
number of residential and resort buildings constructed from the mid-eighties until recently,
the design of which could be loosely described as architectural postmodernism. And so we
have buildings such as: the Grand Mariner, true, a masculine name, but a structure feminised
by its colours which change as the building rises from purple and pink at the base through
to shades of mauve and blue as the eye scans upwards; Carmel by the Sea, resplendent in bridal
white; Belle Maison, with its whimsical roofing of mansards and minarets in vaguely fed-
erationist domestic style; and, my favourite, the voluptuously rounded Rivage Royale, pretty
in pink and pastel shades and with a fashionable bare midriff and exposed navel. My aim here
is not just to offer a personal ‘view’ of a few Gold Coast high-rises—another desiring male
gaze that has feminised the objects of that gaze—but rather to argue that buildings such as
these don’t have to be confined to a singular, symbolic universe of phallic masculinism.
And to further illustrate the mixed and mercurial gendering of the Gold Coast high-rise,
a neo-modernist phallicism seems to be emerging with the ‘elliptical and seamless’ design of
the new Liberty Panorama, an appearance ‘evident in many year 2000 products ranging from
new release motor vehicles to appliances and furnishings’, as the promotional material puts
it. According to Jeremy Gilbert-Rolf, seamless and ‘blank’ design is associated with the speed
and instantaneity of electronic information technology.22 The ‘wiring up’ for high-tech
appliances is a transpiring feature of high-rise development and publicity. Other features of
the Liberty Panorama are ‘the external blades running down the side of the building to help
energy conservation and maximise privacy’. Determining the symbolic implications of these
external blades could be an intriguing exercise. In the final analysis, though, one might have
to conclude along with Diana Agrest that ‘the skyscraper is an empty signifier that can assume
and attract different meanings’.23 Nevertheless, ‘these buildings take their meanings in relation
to their contexts’.24 The Gold Coast, and particularly Surfers Paradise, is clearly a context
which popular discourse has been constantly feminised.25 Indeed, taking a step further,
postmodern-era Gold Coast high-rises might be contextualised to the point of asking if they
constitute a variety of ‘critical regionalism’ —a potential ‘architecture of resistance’—at least
when compared with the globally homogenised and masculinised metropolitan corporate
skyscraper.26
On mirrors and windows
One whole wall of the living room in Aunty Enid’s holiday apartment is a mirror—a common
phenomenon in such apartment blocks and constituting (we might boldly conjecture) the
mirror phase of Gold Coast high-rise development. The mirror is positioned so that it reflects
the outside view and creates (for the uninitiated viewer) first, the rather uncanny fleeting
—
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experience of mistaking the mirror image for the real view and second, not so much a double
vision as a reverse angle virtual image that appears to double the horizontal expansion of the
view to be had through the window or on the balcony. But more engrossing still is the effect
when the mirror reflects an angled extension of the window and what lies beyond it (the view)
plus what may be placed in front of it—a sofa, say. If you sit on a particular sofa and look
towards the mirror you will have the strange experience of witnessing one of those Norman
Ross furniture advertisements that feature in the glossy magazines but with you actually
occupying a piece of the furniture. Even stranger, you will see yourself on the sofa looking
into the room with the view behind you—the view that you would never behold were you
sitting on the sofa without the benefit of the mirror. So the mirror gives you the sea view and
a view of yourself in front of the view. Furthermore, the mirror image that you see can be
imagined as the ‘real’ sight of yourself that others would have were they to enter the apartment.
The mirror affords you the pleasure and knowledge of seeing yourself and the view you possess
as you and it would be seen by others. The view is available but only in the context of your
own presence inside the apartment. The point of view of yourself and imagined others is now
internally focused. In his meditation on light and windows, Thomas Keenan re-examines the
question of whether the window’s main function (both actual and metaphorical) is to let the
gaze pass through (a framed view) or to let light in to illuminate but also to expose.27 What
happens when you insert a mirror—a Gold Coast mirror—into the picture? Here the mirror
integrates (or desegregates) rather than balances the external and internal, providing an
alternative configuration that accepts the external view, but only as a scene against which
foreground figures and objects are arranged and recognised.
A move indoors?
Not all Gold Coast high-rises have internal wall mirrors, but those that do create images that
have an uncanny resemblance to an increasing proportion of sales and promotional imagery
of Gold Coast apartments. Or to put it the other way around: the promotional imagery seems
to be repeating the kind of images produced by the mirrors. The classic Corbusian image of
the lone individual looking out to the view is being replaced or supplemented by individu-
als (or more often couples or groups) either facing inwards or interacting socially with the
view as backdrop to the conduct of social or personal relationships amidst the artefacts of
internal, domestic life.28 Take, for example, the prominent and continual advertising images
created for the Deepwater Point Apartments and displayed every weekend in the Gold Coast
Bulletin. One image employed is a ‘pure’ view of the Broadwater and the sea beyond and is
encaptioned: ‘Your private view that will last forever’. As such it conforms to conventional
values of privacy, ownership, and exclusiveness—a view to forever possess and command.
—
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Other advertisements in the campaign provide images of couples or groups of couples (always
heterosexual) enjoying an intimate breakfast or morning coffee in ‘veranda rooms’ equipped
with fashionable furniture and designer accessories. In these ads, the view is still an impor-
tant and necessary part of the message but the couples can somewhat insouciantly ignore it,
concentrating on other pleasures, yet confident in the knowledge that the view is still ‘there’.
In another advertisement a couple is seen disporting on a lounge with the view behind—a
modern version of Gainsborough’s much analysed painting of Mr and Mrs Andrews except
that these hip young moderns don’t own the combined land and seascape—just the vision
of it. And yet they are more interested in each other and in reading a copy of Vogue than
adopting the proprietorial air of the Andrews (or at least Mr Andrews).29
The copy of Vogue has a deeper symbolic resonance in this context: high-rise sales ads are
placing much more emphasis on luxury internal fittings such as imported tiles and European
bathroom appliances as well as generally promoting ‘superior’ interior design features—part
of a general surge, we are told by the Australian Magazine, of interest in interiors spurred on
by the move to New York-style loft apartments in Sydney and Melbourne CBDs.30 On the Gold
Coast the move indoors is further characterised by the obligatory air-conditioning installed
in recently constructed high-rises which further detaches the view so that it becomes a mere
scenic backdrop to internal concerns.31 Even the beach has become internalised in the Chevron
Renaissance Towers (under construction) which will incorporate ‘beaches in the sky’, a
‘podium of gardens, pools and beach lagoons’. Equally indicative of the growing significance
of ‘inside’ is the heading of a full-page advertisement for Aria at Broadbeach: ‘Inside. You could
be in Double Bay. Outside. Only Broadbeach.’ Most indicative of the incipient Gold Coast trend
away from the dominance of the view is the just completed Palazzo Versace, a luxury five star
low-rise hotel and apartment complex built on the Southport Spit and facing the Broadwater
rather than the ocean. The rather nondescript view from the hotel is across the still water of
the Broadwater towards the decidedly unfashionable Southport shopping centre. But in the
Versace scheme of things this view is immaterial or a long way behind the other attractions
of the Palazzo where the emphasis is exclusively on luxury, good taste, understated opulence,
superior service—all internally positioned and practised. Palazzo Versace is the dernier cri of
another tendency in Gold Coast resort accommodation—the abandonment of the high-rise
model by some developers in favour of low-rise buildings. These low-rises encompass, and
face inwards towards, totally designed ‘natural’ palm-treed courtyards of swimming pools,
spas, tennis courts and children’s play areas where the panoramic sea view has given way to
family-centred child surveillance and inspection of fellow guests at play or repose in their
enclosed, protected and privatised setting.
Similarly, I think it is possible to detect a broader movement away from the sea and the
beach. Up until the eighties it was acceptable for the fashion-conscious to be seen sunbathing
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reconciliation of a fragmented, transient and rootless present with a sense of the importance
of memory, tradition and the past. As Fore has pointed out, the film deals with ‘fundamen-
tally humanistic notions’ and ultimately demonstrates that ‘the attempt, individually and
collectively, to understand the significance of 1997 is not easily distinguishable from the
ongoing, quotidian search for emotional fulfillment, which in turn is not usefully separable
from the quest for identity within a culture in a state of crisis’.71 Pui Wai and Tokio’s final quiet
celebration of the Autumn Moon festival—traditionally an expression of family unity—is a
ritual marking their transition from a state of transient anomie to a sense of connectedness
to the past and history (with autumn as a transition between summer and winter), and even
a sense of home and belonging in not-quite-lost origins. The film’s predominantly melancholic
tenor and elliptical narrative progression nonetheless leave a poignant residual sense of loss
and disappearance—of history, tradition, family unity, memory—which Pui Wai and Tokio
succeed at least in partially identifying and reconciling through their connection with the
grandmother. As such, it stands as an important cinematic testament to Hong Kong’s uneasy
emergence from its postcolonial anxieties in its emphasis on the importance of maintaining
and reinvigorating the Chinese ‘roots’ embodied by Pui Wai’s grandmother, in order to enable
the ‘routes’ of Pui Wai’s and Tokio’s migration and travel to be fruitful. It is a similar value of
‘roots’ to that which Paul Gilroy has emphasised in his reading of Jameson’s view of post-
modernity as ‘another equally Eurocentric master narrative’ which emphasises ‘the new
depthlessness, the weakening of historicity, the waning of affect’ at the expense of non-
European, modernist cultural forms which use the ‘technological means at their disposal not
to flee from depth but to revel in it, not to abjure public history but to proclaim it!’72 Autumn
Moon, in its emphasis on history, memory and affective links between generations, aligns itself
with this modernist ethos.
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on the beach and venturing into the surf; now it is de rigeur to be seen in a café overlooking
the beach or rather in sight of the passing parade on the promenade. These days the main
attraction at Main Beach Gold Coast is not the main beach but rather the café society that has
sprouted along Tedder Avenue which is not even in viewing distance of beach or sea. The same
sensibility applies to Bondi—and perhaps even Cottesloe.
Conclusion: other views, other values
What these images and developments suggest in toto, then, is a tendency to shift prime focus
away from the sea view as a dominating spectacle that attracts, holds and rewards the outward-
directed, panoramic gaze. Focus has moved towards ensembles of internal configurations and
interactions of bodies and objects in which identity and subjectivity are reflected and con-
firmed not through transcendental, detached and distantiated contemplation and aesthetic
appreciation of nature, and not necessarily through possession of an abstract space, but rather
through experienced social relationships in space and the ownership of, and sensual immer-
sion with, objects occupying internal or enclosed space. Or, to quote Mike Featherstone in
his exploration of the postmodern ‘aestheticization of everyday life’, the detached and elevated
aesthetic appreciation of the ‘artist’ is giving way to the ‘impressions, sensations and images
of the consumer culture’.32 Whether this tendency represents a move towards a feminine
‘immanence’ as distinct from a masculine ‘transcendence’ remains an open question. However,
as Best has argued, for women ‘the capacity to move between immanence and transcendence
could enable a kind of critical engagement/detachment that allows new modes of existence
to take place’.33 An ability to relate to and enjoy both external and internal aspects of the high-
rise view may well be a reflection of that very capacity and a step towards breaking down the
binaries of outside/inside and masculine/feminine.
The inward-looking tendency does not mean that the Gold Coast high-rise is on the skids.
Far from it. Local boosterism aside, there has been a resurgence of interest in residential high-
rises. And to top it off, what did the leading light behind the Palazzo Versace, developer and
architect Soheil Abedian, do in the first flush of successful completion of that project? He
claimed to the world that he was now planning the world’s tallest residential tower to be built
in the heart of Surfers Paradise, the eighty-storey Q1 Supertower, thus undermining any
trend-spotting claim that high-rises have had their day.34 Construction began in July 2002
with 404 of a total of 527 apartments already sold—perhaps another form of ‘regional defiance’
(see note 34) in the face of September 11, which, come to think of it, provides a new link
between terror and the sublime. Nevertheless, what was important to Abedian in selling the
Q1, apart from the height, was that the tower would be the epitome of luxury living and state
of the art design inspired by the Sydney Opera House and the Olympic torch—Abedian still
—
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features of film music. The term ‘ambient music’, as defined by British composer Brian Eno,
is an apt description of the highly modal, drone-like, minimalist score that Lau and Wai
constructed and performed for the film. Eno invented the term in 1978 as ‘music designed
specifically as a background feature in the environment’, retaining a ‘sense of doubt and
uncertainty’, and inducing ‘calm and a space to think’ rather than aiming to be cheerful. Its
principal features are ‘stillness, homogeneity, lack of surprises, and, most of all, lack of variety
... we wanted it to be continuous, a surrounding’.69 This is very much the function of the music
in Autumn Moon, which consists of predominantly slow, repetitive patterns of instrumental
music for electric guitar, acoustic guitar, piano and fretless bass, augmented with Chinese
stringed instruments: the erhu (2 strings), sanxian (3 strings) and ruan. Its reliance on extended
amplified notes (which are frequently ‘bent’ through distortion and feedback) with little
rhythmic pulse (no drums) gives it a laconic, floating quality which complements sonically
the drifting state of the film’s principal characters as well as the ‘parametric’ function of the
film’s scutiny of architecural surfaces. The subtle use of Chinese instruments as tonal colouring
also evokes the themes of Chinese identity which are important to the journey undergone by
the three principal characters in the film, without being self-conscious, essentialist or obvious
about their sonic associations. Yan Zhong Xian considered the music in the film to be an
important indicator of the film’s changing moods, describing it as alternating between a
‘lustreless melancholic soundtrack’ at the beginning, and a ‘benedictory, celebratory feeling’
in the first sequence of aerial shots over the city. During the film’s final aerial sequence, he
notes, there is a return to ‘the heavy depressive music of the film’s beginning, expressing the
feeling of sadness of the city and its role. It seems to be giving a sincere, yet helpless description
of a kind of “fragmented” spatial image’.70 This indicates the music’s role in expressing a sense
of deracination and alienation in its lack of any cohesive, narrative melodies, which reflects
the film’s own minimal narrative. Lau and Wai’s music is used non-diegetically throughout
the film, as opposed to the highly diegetic karaoke scene, where Pui Wai and her friends sing
a Japanese pop song, credited as ‘Without Love’ by Pink Cloud. Usually accompanying
tracking shots—from the taxi Tokio takes from the airport, for example, or in the aerial
sequences—the music combines, road-movie style, with the film’s architectural facades to
establish an often lugubrious sense of desertion and emptiness. It is a key atmospheric element
in the film’s enunciation of themes of migration, transition and loss of identity.
Given Law and Fong’s subsequent migration to Australia, Autumn Moon and its soundtrack,
released more than a year after the film with restructured versions of the three main characters’
central monologues set to music, and at least two additional songs not included in the film,
can be read as their own rather lugubrious personal swan song to pre-handover Hong Kong.
Autumn Moon expresses an even stronger sense of the postcolonial melancholy and loss which
David Eng finds in Floating Life (1999), but its final scene can be read as a highly modernist
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has the common touch. And like other new and planned towers it will be wired up for the
e-commerce and e-entertainment era. Techno-sublime replacing natural sublime? Not a trivial
question because an emerging body of social enquiry is contending that new communication
technologies are transforming and deterritorialising private and domestic spaces35 to the extent
that access to communication and information technology is becoming as significant to
households and communities as their physical location.36 It’s interesting, too, to note in this
context that Norman Ross has become a major retailer of computers, as well as furniture, for
the domestic market. Meanwhile no reference is made by Abedian to the spectacular view from
his proposed tower. A given no doubt, but not worth a mention in the light of other wonders
and advantages it will deliver.
And yet this essay has argued that the attractions of the sea view are not natural ‘givens’.
One can detect a cultural process—broad temporal shifts in tastes from a time when the sea
view was subordinate to other water views to the present when a sea view is arguably the most
valued of all views. But again one can observe that the contemporary value of the sea view
is multi-faceted and contingent on a diversity of cultural influences—gender being one that
requires further consideration. I have also argued that the outward-looking sea view from the
high-rise is becoming increasingly complementary to a gaze that employs it as a scenic
backdrop, or supplementary and perhaps subordinate to a gaze that is increasingly attracted
to internal activities, objects and relationships. I also somewhat belatedly and briefly want
to raise the spectre of internally positioned, screen-centred technologies affording limitless
and instantaneous visual experiences unbounded by any horizon or wall. Belatedly and briefly
because I believe it premature to pronounce the demise of the sea view in favour of a new era
of viewing practices based on the screen. Nevertheless, I have identified signs of a broad shift
of emphasis away from an external and perhaps introverted gaze towards a preoccupation with
internal, more tactile ‘surface’ reflections which we noticed in the mirrors and may well notice
further in the correspondence of seamless, smooth and ‘blank’ external and internal design
with the equally smooth surface of the screen. And if this trend continues, then the most
valued of all views will be the one afforded not by the wall-sized window or mirror but by
the wall-sized screen, although whether Aunty Enid—and before her Aunty Marge, and even
David Malouf—would agree with this proposition is another matter.
G R A H A M E GRIFF IN teaches communication and media studies in the School of Arts, Griffith
University Gold Coast Campus. His research interests include the cultural history of photography,
urban and regional images and identities, and regional media and urban development.
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records that this will be her last mid-autumn festival in Hong Kong, and she recites all she
can remember of a poem her grandfather taught her: ‘Faded spring flower, autumn moon /
The past, what do we know of you? / At my home last night the east wind blew—can’t
remember the rest.’65
The film ends with a long close-up of their faces looking upwards, illuminated by fireworks,
followed by aerial shots of a deserted part of Hong Kong by night. This ritualised conclusion,
which has affinities with the similarly ritualistic conclusions of Farewell China and Floating
Life, represents an attempt to re-invoke a sense of history and memory, lay to rest anxieties
about future uncertainties and express a sense of both belonging and loss which unites the
two characters in a cross-cultural ceremony of expiation. Pui Wai’s rite of passage through
first love and leave-taking is counterbalanced by Tokio’s overcoming his boredom and sense
of familiarity through immersion into aspects of traditional Chinese culture (mainly through
Pui Wai’s grandmother) and evocations of his own cultural traditions. His journey in the film
corresponds to a progression through tourist stereotypes and superficial classifications and
quantifications to a state of understanding and friendship which enables him to gain insights
into the transitional state of Hong Kong and the importance of tradition in discovering the
routes to a sense of identity that has a connection to personal and historical ‘roots’.
Ambient drifting: autumn moon’s soundscapes
In an interview about The Goddess of 1967, Law uses the Chinese word hei-fen to invoke the
way in which atmosphere and tone in a film combine to generate an understanding of the
totality of the situation, events and characters of a film. Music, she argues, plays an important
role in this process, and ‘film music should be able to work as independently as dialogue in
a film … to bring out a lot of things you don’t say in the dialogue, which is maybe the subtext,
or is just something unsaid’. Film music functions for Law as a way of ‘saying something of
the inner world of [a] character or … a yearning for a world they do not have’, an observation
which is particularly appropriate to the use of music in Autumn Moon.66 Film music remains
a comparatively neglected area in cinema studies,67 despite Schopenhauer’s statement that
‘suitable music played to any scene, action, event, or surrounding seems to disclose to us its
most secret meaning, and appears as the most accurate and distinct commentary upon it’,
which is an appropriate evocation of the role film music can play in providing suture and a
‘third dimension’ to cinematic narrative, situations and characterisation.68
The music in Autumn Moon is by Tats Lau, who subsequently wrote the award-winning
music for Law’s Temptation of a Monk and her ‘Wonton Soup’ segment of Erotique (1994), and
has been referred to as the ‘godfather’ of Hong Kong’s tiny alternative avant-garde music scene,
as well as being part of the highly politicised Cantopop duo Tat Ming Pair. Composed and
performed by Lau in collaboration with Tommy Wai, it embodies important underscoring
—
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memories contrast with the present, in which Pui Wai’s parents have declared her grandmother
to be dead on their immigration papers, a common ploy resorted to in Hong Kong in order
to expedite the immigration process. Consequently the identity of the grandmother (who is
never named in the film) has been negated along with the traditional Cantonese culture,
history and cuisine she embodies, and her monologue, which Tokio dutifully records on his
camcorder at her hospital bed, is about her preparations for death. She expresses her desire
for a big, comfortable coffin, and to be buried in the Buddhist cemetery. Her main desire is
that her children have a long, prosperous and safe life, and she does not want them to return
from Canada to see her unless they are ‘free’. This selfless concern for her family is made more
tragic by our awareness that it is completely unreciprocated, and the grandmother, together
with her cat which Pui Wai and Tokio must take responsibility for feeding when she goes into
hospital, and the Cantonese opera she falls asleep watching on television, becomes an acute
reminder of the callous loss of history, memory and tradition the transient Hong Kong migrant
is prepared to experience.
Inspired by the grandmother and her memorabilia, a sense of their own loss of history and
memory and the sense of identity they engender motivate Pui Wai and Tokio to celebrate the
Autumn Moon festival in a deserted fishing village, where the old people have all died, and
the young people have all disappeared, in the final sequence of the film. Shots of the desolate
remains of the village almost evoke the wasteland of Tarkovsky’s Stalker. The Chinese mid-
autumn festival has similarities with the Bon festival in Japan, which Tokio invokes, in which
the full moon represents reunion, and the ancestors are welcomed and then dispatched on
a boat. The full moon in Chinese tradition is synonymous with a sense of home, family and
love, while autumn also obviously represents transition between summer and winter which
is a key theme in the film. Hence the festival which gives the film its title represents a ritual
celebration and consolidation of time, place and identity which amounts to a final coming
to terms with transition and transience, and in Pui Wai’s case, the inevitability of migration.
The final festival scene begins with Tokio and Pui Wai fishing from a rock, echoing their first
encounter, as well as Hong Kong’s origins as a fishing village. Tokio’s voice-over recalls what
Pui Wai has told him about her parents bringing her to this spot to catch ‘delicious’ fish when
she was small, a family ritual that was discontinued once her father had to earn extra money
for migration. This spot by the sea also echoes the news that Pui Wai has received on the
phone, that her family have just bought a house by the sea in Canada. Tokio goes on to relate
that Pui Wai has told him she has forgotten about her boyfriend, and he has urged her not
to, since he has ‘forgotten too much’, and this sequence also underlines the importance of
preserving memories. They light lanterns along the main street of the deserted ghost town,
and make little boats, he from paper, following Japanese tradition, she from a papaya skin,
in which they float lanterns on the water. They then set off fireworks as Pui Wai’s voice-over
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commemorative nature. Government departments were established in completely average
looking office buildings, and the classical style buildings that remained from the early period
of English colonisation have completely disappeared in the process of metropolitan develop-
ment. This so-called super-modernist city has come about as a result of its need for the
development of a relatively high degree of functionality (public transport, economy, housing)
and even more as a result of its attitude of regarding its pursuit of a cosmopolitan look as
progress and of opposing the classical historical aspect. Autumn Moon makes news of this
abundantly clear to its audience.62
In one of the voice-over monologues that Law and Fong give each of the three main char-
acters in the film, Tokio, perhaps influenced by his use of his camcorder as a ‘recording
machine’, expresses a desire to be interviewed. He lists the subjects that no one has asked him
about for a very long time: his home town, brothers and sisters, favourite colour, horoscope,
the year he stopped growing up, his shoe size, father’s occupation, grandparents’ teeth, first
interest in girls’ breasts, first lovemaking, the happiest and most painful moments of his life,
what he is most afraid of, and what makes life worth living. This monologue, which is
addressed to Miki, whom he encounters by chance in an empty square (and first sees through
the lens of his camcorder), occasions tears, and expresses his lack of any enduring sense of
important memories. Law has justified his series of frenetic sexual encounters with Miki, a
journalist working for a Japanese news agency in Hong Kong, in terms of expressing the idea
of the body reliving memories, but they also represent a link to home, Tokio’s past and memo-
ries of his first love affair.63 The latter is also invoked by Pui Wai’s conversation with Tokio
about her first boyfriend: ‘This is a girl in love’, Tokio comments in Japanese. Pui Wai tells
him of her (seemingly unrequited) feelings for her boyfriend, who is more concerned with
emigrating to the USA and studying nuclear physics at university, but Tokio can only tell her
of the diminishing of his heartbeat after hundreds of kisses with hundreds of girls (and even
with the same girl). Pui Wai runs away when he tells her ‘now I can’t even remember my first
love’s face’. But her overnight trip with her boyfriend to Lantau island—the site of the new
Chek Lap Kok international airport completed in 1998, which according to Abbas is ‘a kind
of city within a city, but a city without citizens, a semiotic or informational city populated
by travellers and service personnel’—only reaffirms the transience of their relationship.64
Pui Wai’s recollections of her grandfather while her grandmother is in hospital provide an
opportunity for Tokio to participate in a sense of her personal history in Hong Kong. This
is represented symbolically by his holding up an old Chinese suit from an old photograph
of Pui Wai’s grandfather at about his age, and by the old cigarette tin, writing materials and
one of the grandfather’s landscape painting—the only one that remains since all the others
were thrown away when Pui Wai’s grandmother moved to her parents’ house. These old family
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localised sense of identity, home, heritage or ‘independent thinking or inquisitiveness’ which
Law sees in the younger generation in Hong Kong.57 But Tokio’s indignation at his McDonald’s
experience does have a positive outcome—it prompts Pui Wai to invite him home to sample
her grandmother’s impressive traditional Cantonese cooking, which is something else she takes
for granted along with frequenting McDonald’s, and provides Tokio with an opportunity to
sample non-touristic traditional Chinese food and experience the Chinese traditions Pui Wai’s
grandmother embodies. Pui Wai’s own lack of familiarity with some of these traditions is
immediately illustrated by her grandmother reprimanding her for trying to light incense sticks
for the family shrine on the gas cooker. Consequently both characters enter a realm of Chinese
ancestral tradition which enables them to develop a stronger sense of belonging and access sites
of cultural memory.
The McDonald’s scene, which Yan Zhong Xian has described as ‘a wonderful portrait of the
loss of a sense of history’ also serves to illustrate the importance of memory and history as
fundamental to a sense of identity.58 Abbas has claimed that due to their traumatic history
of colonisation, ‘Hong Kong people have little memory and no sentiment for the past’, but
Pui Wai is aware of the need for memories, in contrast to Tokio, who although only in his mid-
twenties, seems to be something of an amnesiac.59 He cannot remember if the temperature
in Tokyo is measured in Celsius or Fahrenheit, or whether his first girlfriend’s sister is married,
or his first kiss, and the ‘measuring gaze’ of his camcorder seems to function as a recorder of
facts, statistics, locations, prices and purchases in Hong Kong that he would otherwise forget.60
This reliance on Japanese technological means of memorialising things is echoed by Pui Wai’s
comment that she has ‘become a recording machine’ as her family in Canada have asked her
to videotape Cantonese-language television programs for them. The loss of memory has wider
resonances in the totally modern, functional urban landscape of Hong Kong which the film
portrays, where little sense of history has been able to survive. Abbas has suggested that one
of the main features of the new Hong Kong cinema is its ‘sensitivity to spatial issues, in other
words, to dislocations and discontinuities and its adoption of spatial narratives both to
underline and come to terms with ... historical anachronism and achronisms: space as a means
for reading the elusiveness of history’.61 Abbas links this with problems of affectivity, and
Autumn Moon’s scrutiny of the surfaces of buildings and streetscapes, and its characters’
searches for mementos and connections with their history, underlines this loss of history which
could be read as an endemic feature of the postmodern condition that they are resisting. In
an article which reads the film in terms of a portrayal of fragmentation, disjunction and
simulation, and the loss of subjectivity, history and a sense of reality, Yan Zhong Xian notes:
Hong Kong, although it is a city of 6 million people, has no important buildings of
a ‘commemorative nature’ and possesses no dominating metropolitan open spaces of 
